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1. INTRODUCTION

The long wave infrared has received considerable attention

recently due to development of instruments which operate well

in this region. One of the great unknowns has been the effects

of an electron excitation on the atmosphere, such as auroral

activity, and what, if any, radiation may result.

Project EXCEDE is a DNA/AFGL experimental program designed

to study the radiative processes in the atmosphere by exciting

it with electrons from a rocketborne platform. The latest

flight of this series, EXCEDE SPECTRAL,(1) contained a liquid

helium cooled Circular Variable Filter Spectrometer (LiHe CVF)

which measured the emissions from the atmosphere between 12 and

22 pm, both with and without electron dosing. This paper pre-

sents atn analysis of these signals.

EXCEDE SPECTRAL was launched 19 October 1979 at 05:46:40

UT from Poker Flats, Alaska in a south to north trajectory

along the geomagnetic declination as shown in Fig. 1. The con-

ditions of the atmosphere were clear, dark, and aurorally quiet.

It attained an apogee of 128.2 km which occurred 188 seconds

after launch. Its nominal horizontal velocity was 330 m/s.

The instrument package was despun after nosecone ejection with

its long dimension elevated to an angle of approximately 43° I

The electron beam pulsing sequence began at 115 km on the upleg

and continued through until instrument separation at 72 km on

the downleg. Not all of the electron guns worked at all times.

The majority of the "beam on" data were taken when only gun 4

(1)"EXCEDE SPECTRAL Preliminary Results," R. R. O'Neil, editor,

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA, Technical
Memoradum No. 41, 1980.
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was in operation. During a portion of the downleg, all four

guns came on, providing much higher dose rates than in the

other portions of the trajectory.

The payload onboard the vehicle is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It contained 4 electron accelerators, capable of producing nom-

inally 120 kW at 3 kV, and actually producing as much as 70 kW
at 3 kV. The instrument package contained an array of ultra-

violet, visible, and infrared spectrometers, photometers, and

radiometers and both film and television cameras. Among the

infrared instrumentation, there was an SWIR interferometer and

CVF and a liquid He cooled CVF having three segments, a 1800

segment operating between 3 and 7 pm, and 900 segments operating

between 12 and 17 pm, and between 18 and 22 pm.

Next to the CVF is a bank of radiometers with filter wave-

lengths to measure N2  first negative. These radiometers
measured the amount of prompt emission from direct electron

excitation of the atmosphere. There were blind spots between

16.8 and 17.8 pm and between 7 and 12.5 jm. The nominal band-
pass of this instrument was 4% FWHM. The scan time of this

instrument was 1.2 seconds, 0.6 seconds in the MWIR and 0.6
seconds in the LWIR. The instrument started operation 40.7
seconds after launch, and took continuous data until 321 sec

after launch. A total of 232 scans were taken, of which 77

scans had at least some electron beam activity. The other
scans surveyed the undosed atmosphere which included water out-

gassing, vehicle control jet emissions, and the natural back-

ground. Several scans in the initial part of the flight measured

the reflection of the instrument cover, and other portions of the

vehicle as they passed out of view of the detector.

3
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2. DATA BASE

The CVF spectral data were taken in the form of an optical

chopped signal which was telemetered digitally and retrieved

using phase sensitive techniques. The original data set,

reduced by using a digital clock, was presented in Report No.

AFGL-TR-81-0224 in 1981.(2) This data showed a 40 Hz ripple,

due to a slight non-synchronization of the digital clock and

the CVF chopper frequency. This ripple was since removed using

a specially designed digital filtering technique. In addition,

some anomolies to the original calibration appeared, and were

accounted for by applying corrections to the reduced spectral

data. The revised CVF data, used in this report, was presented

by Foley et al. (1982) in a special interim report by Boston

College.
(3)

Typical data, presented in this report, is shown in Fig. 3,

beam off at 220 seconds after launch at 123 km altitude on the

downleg, and Fig. 4, one electron gun on, 222 seconds after

launch and 122 km altitude on the downleg.

The spectral features which were above the noise in Fig. 3

consist of 5.3 um, due to NO, the 6.28 um valley and the P and R

branches due to H20, a 15 pm feature due to C02 , a 16.2 um feature

(2)"Analysis of Project EXCEDE II Circular Variable Filter Spec-
trometer Data," W. F. Grieder and C. I. Foley, Air Force Geo-physics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA, Rept. No. AFGL-TR-81-0224

(1981).

(3)"Analysis of Project EXCEDE II Circular Variable Filter 9-sc-
trometer Data Supplement I," C. I. Foley, W. F. Grieder, and
N. Grossbard, Space Data Analysis Laboratory, Boston College
(1982).

5
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due presumably to a surface contaminant and the features between

18 and 22 pm due to water vapor. Note that the instrument is

more sensitive at longer wavelengths, therefore, the signal
appears more distinguishable from the instrument noise.

Figure 3 shows the CVF signature with the beam on. There
appears to be a slight hint of CO (V ) emission, a peak at 4.7

pm, possibly due to CO, NO at 5.3 pm is merged into H20 at 6.--

11m. In the long wavelength portion, there" seems to be an ini-
tial transient which is much narrower than the instrument func-
tion at 12.5 pm. Peaks at 14.5 Um, 15 Um and 16.2 pm are due

toCO2 (v 2 )and the outgassing feature, lying above an OH rotational
spectrum. The OH rotational spectrum is shown by the 18.6, 20
and 21.4 pm peaks.

In addition to the CVF spectra shown, a total of 230 other
scans were made. Of particular value were scans with the instru-

ment cover on, during the early portion of the flight, as shown
in Fig. 5. These scans provided post flight calibration of the

data which was not otherwise available, as the instrument was

not recovered. The beam operation was correlated with the spec-
tral scans to assess the effects of time dependence in the elec-

tron excitation of the atmosphere. It was found that all
enhancements due to the electron excitation were fast with

respect to the rise time of the instrument, thus, the signal

rise was used, instead, as a correlator to relate the two dif-

ferent timing circuits used by the electron gun and the CVF.

Data was also taken after the instrument payload was separ-
ated from the e ectron gun module at 70 km on the downleg. These

data were particularly useful in providing unambiguous peaks for

C02, CO, and H20. These data were then used to ascertain spec-
tral locations of emission features at higher altitudes.

8j
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Data used in addition to thcse provided by the Lie CVF

in this analysis include those taken from the 391.4 ran photom-

eters, the electron beam current monitors, and the UV spectrom-

eter. A typical pulsing sequence of the electron guns is shown

in Fig. 6. Shown here is the time sequence between 200 and 250

seconds and the current output of the four electron guns over

that period. We see that gun 4, which produce( an average of

6 amperes, operated most consistently, while gun 3 produced up-

wards of 10 amperes with much shorter pulses. Gun I appeared

to arc and did not achieve sustained operation until later in

the flight. Gun 2 came into operation only twice during the

flight.

10
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3. BEAM OFF H20 FEATURES

There were several distinct, identifiable features in the

Li He CVF data with the electron beam off. Between 3.5 and

7 pm, we saw NO and H20( 2). Between 12 and 22 jim, there was

CO2(v2), a 16.2 pm contaminant, and water rotation between 18

and 22 pm. Because of the very unambiguous water signature both

at 6.3 pm and between 18 and 22 pm, we are able ..o back out both

the temperature and column density of the H20 with a minimum of

assumptions. Once this contribution to the overall signature is

accounted for, the other emitters, CO2, NO and possibly CO could

be observed.

Water was observed not only by this instrument, but also

by a Liquid N2 cooled CVF and the SWIR interferometer. Water

derivatives, OH and H, were observed during beam on data to be

discussed in the next section. We deal here with deriving a

temperature and column density for H20.

The CVF data from 18 to 22 um matches the spectra of H20

rotation at a temperature of 2960K, used in HITRAN (McClatchey,

et al., 1973), (4 as is shown in Fig. 7 by the dashed curve.

An actual rotational temperature cannot be assigned to the

H20 spectra, however, because of its relative insensitivity to

temperature, as illustrated by the derived spectra for 5000K

H20. (5) Since the same instrument recorded H20(v2) emission,

(4)"AFCRL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters Compilation,"
R. A. McClatchy, et al., Air Force Geophysics Laboratory,
Hanscom AFB, MA, Rept. No. AFCRL-TR-73-0096, January 1973.

(5) "Exponential Wide Band Parameters For The Pure Rotational Band
of water vapor," A. T. Modak, JQSRT 21, 131 (1979).

12
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by assuming equilibrium, we can ratio this emission to the

water rotational emission to provide a characteristic H20 vibra-

tional temperature.

It is important to operate in an uncontaminated portion of

the spectrum. Thus, for the 6.3 Pm v2 band of H20, we use the
unambiguous peak at 6.55 pm during beam off operation. While

the location of the peak is a weak function of temperature, its

height is a function of both temperature and concentration.

Using absorption coefficients measured at low resolution, (Slack

and Ludwig, 1978)(6) we may calculate the emission intensity
from Kirchoff's law:

I = RO  = R°(l - r) (1)

where c is the emissivity of the gas, r its reflectivity and

R the Planck blackbody functiont

R 0 d 21rcw4dx_

R~dA h[exp~hcw/kT - 1]

1.88 x 10 dX MR/pm . (2)

[exp(hcw/kT) - 1]
-1

Here, w is the frequency of the radiation in cm , T is the

temperature in OK, and hc/k is the second radiation constant

equal to 1.4388 cm°K. The absorption for 3000K water at the

Peak R branch region is 1.65 cm. at STP (Slack and Ludwig, 1978).
This converts to an absorption cross-section of

(6)"Plume Data Analysis of Advanced Propellants," M. Slack and
C. Ludwig, Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards AFB,
CA, Rept. No. AFRPL-TR-78-4, September 1978.

14



= k/NH20 = 1.651 1

2 2"69xlo (3)

a = 6.1x10-
2 0 cm2

In the optically thin limit, the intensity from H20 V2 in the R

branch peak is thus

I 6.2x10 12 NZ..16.5 exp(2230/T) - 1 (MR/sm) (4)

where Nk is the column density of H20 in cm-2 .

The emission at 21.9 pm from water vapor is due to H20

rotational emission lines within the 4% bandpass of the CVF.

The major contributor to this feature is a single rotational

line, 9,2,7 - 8,1,8 at 457.76 cm- . The sum of the integrated
absorption coefficients weighted by the instrument function is

7.x120 cm 1  -1 0 -21 2
7.2x 0 cm - molecule at 296 K, or a = 4.2x10 cm 2 . This

emission is primarily from high lying rotational lines of H20,

having lower state energies of 586 cm-1 and greater, and heavily

weighted at low temperatures by the 9,2,7 - 8,1,8 line having a

lower state energy of 744 cm 1 .4 ) A first order correction

for this absorption coefficient with temperature is

T = 0296 (1.1OX ) exp(-1070/T) . (5)

The intensity from the 21.9 pm feature is thus

121.9 = 3.8x10 - 1 1 exp(-1070/T) N1 (MR/Pm) (6)
Ttexp(658/T) - 1]

The ratio of emission from 6.5 pm and from 21.9 pm is independent

of the water column density in the optically thin limit; for low

temperatures (T << 2200°K)

is



I6.55 = [.160T exp(658/T) - i]
• = (7)

21.9 exp(1160/T)

Equation (7) is only a function of temperature.

From Eq. (7), the temperature of H20 causing the emission

was found to vary from 360°K at the early portion of the flight,

cooling to 200°K near apogee, and increasing again as the vehicle

returns to lower altitudes. This temperature history is shown

in Fig. 8. The lower temperature limit is thought to be governed

by the cooling of the water layer by boil-off until the heat of
vapor.zation is equal to the heat input from the vehicle surface.

As the surface water (ice) cools, it gives off heat until the

heat flux into the ice balances the evaporation.

Since the vapor pressure is known for ice, we can calculate

the effective column density of outgassing in two ways. The

emission of H20 v2 and rotation provides a column density of

1.5 ± .5x1016 cm-2 100 seconds after launch, dropping to

6 ± 2x105 cm2 200 seconds after launch, and then dropping
off as the vehicle returns to the atmosphere as shown in Fig. 9.

The scatter on the column measurements performed by substi-
tuting a temperature into Eq. (4) is large, as a small tempera-

ture change in the exponential term translates into a large

variation in the calculated column density. Since the outgassing

water vapor is not expected to be nonvarying over the 0.6 seconds

between the measurement of the 6.5 Um v2 peak and the 21.9 Pm
rotational line peak, this translates into a large scatter in

the column calculation. The drop-off in water concentration
after 200 seconds after launch can be explained in several ways.

After 200 seconds, the electron guns work at a higher duty cycle.
Not only that, but gun 1 comes into operation. This causes the
surface of the vehicle near the LiHe CVF to become hotter,

16
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therefore outgassing off the remaining ice. A second explana-

tion is that the ice has been nearly all evaporated, therefore

the temperature goes up as the insulating layer decreases.

Finally, all of the ice disappears as the water vapor temperature

increases, giving an increase in v2 emission, while the H20

rotational emission continues to decrease.

The water temperature also converts to a column density

from its vapor pressure. The characteristic dimension of the

vehicle times the density derived from the vapor pressure and

temperature gives a column density of

ME = pv£ = 3.54xi01 6 x .00105 X 273.16P
RT 200

(8)
= 5.lxlO13 £cm - 2

From Eq. (8), one needs only the column length in order to

obtain the column density. This length must be on the order of

2 m in order to match the intensity ratio results, and is consis-

tent with the characteristic dimension of the vehicle. The vapor

pressure is a very strong function of temperature, however, as a

10 degree increase in temperature would correspond to 4 times the

vapor density. We thus have two ways of measuring column density,

each being a very strong function of temperature.

Thus, for the purposes of this analysis both methods for

determining the concentration appear consistent. This very large

vapor density has a number of implications. Since the amount of

outgassed water is proportional to the surface area, gas velocity

and density, the total water vapor leaving the vehicle during

the entire flight is

m = tt = pAvt (9)

for the 100 seconds in which the water vapor dropped to 1/3 of

its initial value, approximately 1.5x1020 molecules/cm2 left the

19



vehicle skin. This corresponds to a layer 30 um thick. If

integrated over the entire vehicle skin, this would correspond

to 2.3x1025 molecules, or about 650 g of water, or approximately

650 cm3 of liquid water. Because of the viewing geometry of the

LiHe CVF, looking into the wake of the vehicle, only 1/4 of the

total surface would be necessary to contribute to the H20 sig-

nature, hence only 170 g of water is necessary to explain the
outgassing signature observed during the flight. We note that
the amount of water observed is not inconsistent with quantities

obtained by James (7) from analysis of the Ha feature during beam

on conditions.

The temperature plot in Fig. 8 shows an increase (squares)
of water temperature just after electron beam termination. This

increase is similar to a "bake out" of surface water which one

observes in the laboratory.

The amount of outgassed water, from this estimate, dominates
the atmospheric species at the payload surface for all altitudes

above 100 km. It is still comparable to the natural atmospheric

concentration 1 m from the vehicle surface at 110 km. Water in

this amount would dominate all atmospheric species within 10
meters of the vehicle at apogee. Reactions of H20 + X are thus

dominant reactions in the near field of the vehicle.

(7)"Preliminary Analysis of EXCEDE H20 Spectral Emission Data,"
T. C. James, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Palo Alto, CA
Rept. No. LMSC-D898458, December 1982.

20
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4. BEAM ON H20 FEATURES

A typical scan in the 12 to 22 pm region of the spectrum

during electron beam operation is shown in Fig. 10. This figure

is similar to Fig. 2, only enlarged to show the 18 to 22 pm

regLon more clearly. Of particular interest is the three evenly

spaced features between 18 and 22 pm. These peaks can be accounted

for by line features convoluted with the CVF response. The val-

leys between the spectral peaks can nearly completely be accounted

for by the CVF instrument spectral bandwidth. A synthetic spec-
(8).trum of OH rotation, if all states were emitting with the

same band strength, is shown overlayed onto another such scan

in Fig. 11. The valleys between the spectral peaks show some

emission features which can be derived when the OH emission is

subtracted from the synthetic spectrum. Each peak represents two

very closely spaced rotation lines for the X211i ground state of

0H. (8) The spectra seem to show the uniform spacing of OH(R)

plus spectral lines at 19.5 and 21 jm. While the intensities of

these features are not accurately determined, they do show spec-

tral shape, rather than an underlying continuum. These features

will be discussed in further detail below.

The OH emission appears to be from the dissociative excita-

tion of H20. Since the total column density of H20 has been

determined to approach 1016 cm-2 , it is not surprising that OH is

(8)"Spectral Line Parameters For The A2E-X2 (0,0) Band of OH For
Atmospheric and High Temperatures," A. Goldman and J. R. Gillis,
JQSRT 25, 111 (1981).

21
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formed. The amount of OH formed should be proportional to the

amount of H20 in the excited column, times the efficiency of

converting H20 to OH by electron impact. Working backwards,

the amount of emission of OH is known and if we assume classical

Lifetimes for OH emission, the radiative lifetimes scale as V ,

and are all less than 0.2 ms, thus, their emission is governed

by their formation rate only. Since the emission of OH rota-

tion is for AK = 1, molecules formed in the upper rotation

levels would cascade down the rotational ladder until they

collide with other molecules and rotationally equilibrate.

The rotational peaks of OH are nearly uniform, suggesting

that the OH is formed in a high rotational state and is cascad-

ing through the region where the emission is observed. Figure

11 shows the LWIR signature at 265 seconds after launch, or 101

km altitude downleg. We see that the spectra shows peaks cor-

responding to K = 18, 17, 15, 14 and 13. The peak at K = 13

may be lower due to quenching of this rotational level. It is

interesting to note that the 16.2 um feature, seen at higher

altitudes, or earlier time, would lie between K = 17 and 18.

This feature has all but disappeared at this altitude.

The rotationally hot OH can be ascribed to direct dissocia-

tive excitation of H20 by electrons, as well as collisional

quenching of vibrationally hot OH. High rotational states of

OH has previously been observed in the OH laser transitions and

found to be preferentially formed in the K' = 12, 13 for resonant

transfer from v' = 1, and K' = 19, 20 for resonant transfer from

v 2.(910) Collision frequencies of H20 + OH are on the

(9)"The OH and OD Laser, Collisional-Induced Energy Transfer
Pumping," J. W. Smith and D. W. Robinson, J. Chem. Phys. 68,
5474 (1978).

(10)"Vibrational-Rotational-Translationa1 Energy Transfer in Ar +
OH. Quasiclassical Trajectory State-to-State Cross Sections,*
D. L. Thompson, J. Phys. Chem. 86, 2538 (1982).
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order of 10+3 sec -1 near the vehicle and would control the num-

ber of OH(R) formed in this manner. A column density of 1011 cm- 2

of OH (v=2) would be necessary to produce the OH(R) emission

signal of 10 MR/m assuming v-eR transfer for OH(v) occurs one

out of every 10 collisions with H20. The vibrational lifetime
of (v=l) is 0.08 sec. A vibrational signal at 2.8 Um of 1.2 MR

should be detected when 10 MR of rotation is seen. In addition,

approximately 0.5 MR at 1.43 pm should be observed. Since these

rates are well within the 23 MR recorded in the 2.7 pm region,

attributed to the 1016 cm-2 H20, it is not inconceivable that OH

formed vibrationally hot can be quenched into one of the rota-

tional levels which is close in energy to produce the observed

emission, and yet the OH(v) be buried in the H20 2.7 Um signal.

If we assume a direct production scheme,
(11)

e + H20 - OH(R) + H + e (10)

The intensity from OH(R) can be assumed to be governed by its

formation rate, as its radiative lifetime is shorter than 2x10
4

seconds. The observed signature at apogee of 4 MR/pm, times the
instrument function of 0.72 pm gives 2.9 MR. Since the column

density of water vapor was determined to be about 1016 cm
-2

we can back out a production rate of ke = 0.32 sec-1 . we can

compare this number to the 391.4 nm emission from N2+ , 3.3 MR

over a column density of 1.66x1011 cm-3 and a column length of

60 m across the 30 meter cloud to get the ratio

' OH I OH[N2]lN2  2.9 (1.66xl1011 x 6x1 3)
(N2+l-) 1391.4 tH2A H20 1016 (11)

- 0.11

(l),"Electron Deposition in Water Vapor, With Atmospheric Appli-
cations," J. J. Olivero, R. W. Stagat, and A. E. S. Green,
J. Geophysical Res. 77, 4797 (1972).
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Since the cross-section for 391.4 nm radiation has been well

established, (1 2 ) we take this ratio and establish a relative

efficiency, or effective cross-section:

IOH- OH

O -4PI a3914 = 2.2x1018 x 0.11
03914(12)

= 2.7x0 -19 cm 2

We note that this derived cross section is approximately one half

of the H. cross-section used by Olivero et al. (11) This com-
parison, however, as pointed out by James, (7) is dubious without

consideration of diffusion of the water cloud with respect to

the vehicle. We address this in the next section.

The OH signature observed on EXCEDE: SPECTRAL has a number
of important atmospheric implications in addition to merely the

study of contamination. The natural atmosphere has a 10 ppm
mixing ratio for H20 at these altitudes therefore natural events
would not produce detectable amounts of OH(R). However, in the

case as heaved atmospheres, where water from lower altitudes is

transported up, there can be large amounts of water vapor, and
sufficient means to excite that vapor to produce detectable

OH signals.

An estimate of the OH(R) contribution to a 50 kR(N2 +NEG)
IBCII aurora is O.llx*H 2Ox50kR = 0.05 R. Nightglow of OH, on
the other hand, shows a much larger contribution of OH(v) pro-
duced by H + 03 at lower altitudes. Using the balloon

(12)"Cross Section for Electron-Impact Excitation of the (0,0)
First Negative Band of N2 * from Threshold to 3 keV*," W. L.
Borst and E. C. Zipf, Physical Review A 1, 834 (1970).
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measurements of the 8-6 band presented by Moreels et al. (1973) (13)

and their subsequent model (14) we get OH(v1l) concentrations of

103 cm-3 at midnight at 80 km. Since this concentration is

collisionally controlled at this altitude, the production of

OH(R) and subsequent radiation is approximately

____O _ (R [OH(v)]dOH(R) _ I = 3x105 cm 3 sec- 1  (13)
dt 0o

w].ere T0 is the quenching time of OH$, assumed to be approxi-

mately 10-3 gas kinetic or, 10-2 sec. For a column height of

10 km, this would produce 30 kR of OH(R) signal, close to being

measurable by many new instruments.

The OH(R) signature is thus seen to be possibly a very

important emitter in the LWIR during manmade disturbances of the

atmosphere, and be possibly detectable even during normal

nightglow.

(13),Balloon Observations of The 8-6 OH Band in The Day and
Night Airglow," G. Moreels, A. V. Jones, and J. E. Blamont,
Planet. Space Sci. 21, 1945 (1955).

(14)w An Oxygen-Hydrogen Atmospheric Model and Its Application to

The OH Emission Problem," G. Moreels, G. Megie, A. V. Jones,
and R. L. Gattinger, J. Atmospheric and Terrestrial Physics
39, 551 (1977).
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5. SIMPLIFIED OUTGASSING MODEL

The actual observation of water vapor outgassing from the

payload is a complex problem involving position of the outgass-

ing source(s), vehicle velocity, temperature field of the payload,

and viewing geometry of the particular instrument which is used

to detect the outgassing. This problem is compounded by the

fact that the instrument field of view is weighted by the near-

field. For the basis of estimating the outgassing signature, we
make a number of simplifying assumptions, more to assess the

character of the outgassing than to come up with an accurate

predictive model.

From Fig. 1, it was seen that the payload is a long thin
cylinder, oriented at 43 with respect to the flow at apogee,

and passing at different aspects with respect to the flow
stream, through 900, on the descent. The detectors of interest

are thus always looking through the wake of the vehicle. The
effec:s of this wake are more pronounced at low altitudes where

the interaction with atmospheric molecules occur within a few

tenths of a cm from the vehicle. At high altitudes, above 120
km, the water molecules must move several vehicle radii before

colliding with an atmospheric species. Thus, we may approximate

the outgassing as a free expansion into a vacuum. The effect of
vehicle motion is only to cause the collisions with atmospheric

species to be closer to the vehicle skin in the leading edge of

the payload and further away in the trailing edge. Thus, when
looking into the wake of the vehicle, a model of a freely expand-

ing gas wave, whose concentration varies with distance from the

source, should be good at distances near the vehicle. Far away
from the vehicle, this wake interacts with the atmosphere, and a
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diffusion model would apply. At these long distances the vehicle

can be treated as a point source.

In the near field, the vehicle acts as a cylindrical source

where density of outgassants falls off as h/r. If we define a

distance r as the distance from the vehicle in which the vehicle

appears to become a point source, then at distances large compared

to r the species concentration falls off as 1/r2 and is governed

by diffusion, while at small distances with respect to r, the

species expands as l/r. We may approximate the near field as

n(r) = n0a/r a < r < r (14)

where n0 is the number density of outgassant at the surface of

the vehicle of radius a. Thus, the total column density in the

near field is

n(r)dr = n0 aln(r/a) (15)

a

and in the far field

n(r) = n(r)dr = f n r dr = noa . (16)
A7 r

r r

The total column density is thus

NI = na + In r] . (17)

Using 6 m as the characteristic length r, with the 0.4 m

vehicle radius, the column length becomes 1.5 meters, consistent
with the beam off observations discussed in Section 2. Note that

NI is not a sensitive function of what value we choose for r.

The model is then of water in the solid state, on the surface
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of the vehicle, boiling off at a vapor pressure corresponding

to the surface temperature of 2000 K, and expanding as 1/r away

from the vehicle for the first 6 meters and as 1/r2 out to

infinity. The electron beam impacts the water a distance 2 m

away from the vehicle to a distance of 6 m from the vehicle with

primary unscattered electrons, and from the surface on out with

scattered primaries as well as hot secondaries. The vapor pres-

sure of water is much higher than that of the natural atmosphere

near apogee, so that collisions with the atmosphere play only a

minor roll in perturbing the outgassing signature.

From this simplified model, the water column density in the

vicinity of the N2+(+-) emission should be approximately 30% of

the total water column density, implying that the OH(R) cross-

section in Eq. (12) is a factor of 3 higher, or about 9x10 -18 cm2.

I.
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6. C02 (v2 ) EMISSION

The 15 pm feature of CO2 was seen both in beam on and beam

off conditions and was preliminarily analyzed by us. (1 ) This

signature is being reanalyzed using the updated calibrations.

Using these new calibrations, together with the already identi-

fied OH spectra, the actual contributions from CO2 v2 can be

assessed. This is illustrated in Fig. 12. While this subtrac-

tion was performed by hand, a finer meshed subtraction of the

entire data base is currently being programmed. The locations

of various combination bands, written as vl, v2 't, V 3, and the

Fermi resonance term, can be seen from the subtracted shape. The

two spectral features at 19.2 and 21 Um are from the residues
left after convoluting the CVF instrument function with the OH

line locations.

While Fig. 12 can only be analyzed qualitatively, since

the relative emission rates of K - 19 vs K = 13, 14, 15 of

OH is not known, we note that the hot bands of CO2 are excited

by the electron beam. These hot bands all have radiative life-

times much shorter than the fundamental, thus could provide the

enhancements observed at 15 pm. These bands also explain the
increase in spectral width as observed at higher altitudes,

shown in Fig. 13, reproduced from Ref. (1). As the instrument

descends into the atmosphere, the natural emission from hot bands

of CO2 rise as does the fundamental, as would be expected from

the increasing CO2 density. Below 105 km, the center of the
fundamental becomes self-absorbed, leading to the apparent

increase in natural hot band emission. Since the emission from

the CO2 (v 2 ) with beam on also shows the enhanced hot band
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Figure 12. Spectral Scan 1124 (apogee) After OH (K-13-119) was
Subtracted. Numbers Represent C02v2 Band Locations
Using McClatchey Notation.
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Figure 13. Bandwidth of C02 (v2) Band as a Function of Altitude
for Both Beam On and Beam Off Conditions. Note
Relative Constant Bandwidth During Beam On and
Variation With Altitude During Beam Off.
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emission, the increase in emission with electron dosing may still

be present. However, the self-absorbed background emission would
mask these signals.

While the complete data base obtained in EXCEDE Spectral

must be analyzed, and contributions of OH rotational emissions

assessed, higher spectral resolution data is also necessary to

give further insight on emissions from "hot" bands. It is

expected that these hot band emissions would behave in a non-

thermal way during electron excitation.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The majority of the emission seen in EXCEDE Spectral in the

12 to 22 Um region was from H20, which produced OH when bombarded

by electrons. This H20 was found to contribute 90% of the mole-

cules within 1 cm of the vehicle skin at apogee. The water

cloud can be pictured as vapor boiling off the skin and moving

several meters before being brought to rest in the atmosphere.

While the expanding cloud appears to be a major source of radia-

tion, it does not comprise a large amount of water on the skin

of the vehicle, averaging a layer 30 pm thick over the outer surface.

Even though the contamination by water vapor dominated the

LWIR signals measured on EXCEDE Spectral, several things have

been learned. The CO2 (v2) signature seems to be enhanced by

electron beam excitation. This data needs further analysis for

definitive rates and excitation mechanisms. The water itself

provided useful information in the formation of OH(R). These

signatures showed a mechanism for a possibly important source

of nuclear induced emission, both from H20 carried up in a

heaved atmosphere and from missile trails which deposit very

large amounts of water vapor. The rocket plume-nuclear inter-

action is perhaps one of the most important sources of LWIR
interferences which would be encountered when using long wave-

length detectors in a nuclear environment. Even though the

radiant intensity of the H20 rotation is low, its interaction

with electrons would provide orders of magnetude increases in

signature. Since these sources would have spatial character,

they may prove formidable interferents.
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The emission from OH(R) may occur when OH(v) is collisionally

quenched into OH(R). This v-r transfer, responsible for the OH

laser transitions, may be an important source of LWIR emission

in the atmosphere.
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